
Tuesday 2/8/2022
SGC minutes

RR shared agenda
SQR first item on agenda
Parents shared they didn’t understand why SQR needed to happen THIS years
Questions with Heidi were very fast- about 30 minutes
RR gave overview of SQR and classroom visits and student groups, etc.
Preliminary conclusions not public for 6-8 weeks
We said process wasn’t as objective as process is explained
Evidence not always enough or meeting expectations
Rubric isn’t aligned with what we do at NHS because it’s a new rubric for us
Parent mentioned we need more staff
SEL piece of pandemic not being addressed as it should be
Parent mentioned we need action, not more surveys
Parent shared the parents were asked about the mood of the school and the parent answered
that we need to support the teachers so we can then support the kids
We can talk about rigor but we also need to address the SEL issues
Parents used the meeting with Heidi to say support the school, support what we need
Teacher shared that we’ll know more on Friday after the meeting with downtown
Teacher shared that our positive school culture was commended
Mr. Ireland shared the event he hosted today- Unified Sports
All admins presents, everyone cheering, music, dancing
RR going through google form survey that the teachers filled out
Parent wondering what we do with the survey results now
Teacher mentions that downtown received a ton of money, but the money is never given to the
schools for the principal to use for students and departments like entering the scholastic art
contest
RR categorizes survey results into 2 categories: technology like wifi and people support like
therapists
RR sent link for 7 pm school meeting
Parking situation: kids get a badge and a #
Kids parking at marshalls and at naramake
RR called the Legion
The Legion has a meeting next week and they’ll discuss it
Andrew’s field is another option
Teacher recommends numbering ALL the spots, not just the teacher spots
Teacher said car tag # should match the spot #
Parents asking what kids should do if someone is parked in the wrong spot
RR said it’s a personnel issue- monitoring the lot takes a body out of the building


